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SUMMARY OF APPROVALS

MINOR COURSE CHANGES

**Course Weight Change**

- **Centre for Comparative Literature**
  Current: COL5047Y - The Two Avant-Gardes
  New: COL5047H

- **Department of Political Science**
  Current: POL2038Y - Pluralism, Justice and Equality
  New: POL2038H

**New Courses**

Department of Art
- FAH1201H - Art, Space and Ritual in Renaissance Convents

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
- EEB1443H - Phylogenetic Principles

Department of English
- ENG5977H - Wallace Stevens in Context

Department of Geography
- JPG1518H - Sustainability and Urban Communities
- JPG1812H - Planning for Change: Community Development in Practice

Department of History
- HIS1115H - The World Car
- HIS1264H – Jewish Identity
- HIS1541H - Cultural History and the American Empire
- HIS1720H - Emancipate Yourselves from Mental Slavery? Historical Narratives of Caribbean Decolonization
- HIS1785H - International Relations in the Middle East

Department of Linguistics
- LIN1205H - Topics in Experimental Design

Department of Near and Middle Easter Civilizations
- NMC1009Y - Introduction to Sumerian
- NMC1427H - Archaeology of State Societies
- NMC1428H - Problems in Mesopotamian Archaeology I: Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age Chronologies

Department of Sociology
- SOC6210H - Political Sociology III
- SOC6518H - Culture III
Adding Degree Program to Existing Collaborative Program

Collaborative Program in Book History and Print Culture
- Addition of Ph.D. and M.A. in German Literature Culture and Theory
- Addition of Ph.D. and M.A. in Spanish

Collaborative Program in Dynamics in Global Change
- Addition of Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry PhD, Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering

MINOR PROGRAM CHANGES

Admission Requirement Changes

Department of Germanic Languages & Literatures
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: German Literature, Culture and Theory MA
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Admission requirement changed to at least 6.0 full courses in German (from 7.0 courses) to conform PhD direct entry requirements.

Department of Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Ph.D.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Writing sample of no more than 12 double-spaced pages including footnotes will now be required as part of the application.

Program Requirement Changes

Collaborative Program in Diaspora and Transnational Studies
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Collaborative Ph.D. and M.A.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: We are proposing to allow students on the program to take a 0.5 FCE from their department in place of the thematic offerings (DTS2000H) we provide each year. This will have to be done in discussion with the director of the program.

Department of East Asian Studies
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: MA and Ph.D.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change:
  - Explanation that in the MA program (as is already explicitly stated for the PhD program), “Students are permitted to take some of their courses in other departments.”
  - Specification of minimum number of EAS-designator courses that must be taken for the MA program (1.0 FCE with thesis; 2.0 FCE without) and PhD program (2.0 FCE).

- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Ph.D.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Change of latest date by which comprehensive examinations must be completed for the PhD from June 15 to November 30 of the third year of study (six months earlier) and specification that the examination is undertaken “with the guidance of a supervisory committee”.

- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Ph.D.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Changing language requirements for the PhD from “two languages other than English” to “at least one language other than English” relevant to the student’s areas of study, “the language(s), level of proficiency and method of evaluation to be determined by the Coordinator of Graduate Studies in consultation with the student’s Supervisor.”
Centre for Medieval Studies
• Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Collaborative Program in Editing Medieval Texts, Centre for Medieval Studies
• Brief Summary of Proposed Change: To remove MST 1111H Sources and Materials for Editing Medieval Texts from CMS’s list of offerings and, thereby, from the list of those required for the Collaborative Program in Editing Medieval Texts.

NEW PROGRAM PROPOSALS
• Ph.D. Program in Women and Gender Studies
• Master of Science in Sustainability Management, UTM